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DIARIO DI UN OTTOGENARIO 
 
POEMA CON MÁS LÁGRIMAS 

  QUE MANOS 

 

ojos oídos en las plumas 

de mis abuelos , ancho 

y ajeno como el gusano 

del pensamiento despeinado 

o la cabellera de pirámides , 

dedos de hierba cortada ! 

asunción de la virgen 

de mala leche , poema 

didáctico de hiel y canto : 

para qué las alas de piedra 

si el pie no tiene ventanas ? 
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   i 

THE Roman Empire has not stopped falling 

after all these centuries one rotted timber 

after another creaking swaying in the wind 

dinner for termites and other vermin 

and trapped in the hour called eternity 

and covered with eons of dust blind statues 

stagger gyrating in the puzzling circle of sleep 

searching for the quarry of their birth 

Montale Pound and Kavafis ! each a finger 

desiccated points a way to rock fragments 

inscriptions effaced by immemorial rains 

a breeze lifts an effigy gravid with human conscience 

swirling epitomes of historical incidents 

dots chiseled on a fallen parian column 

ciphers of indignation and false rutting 

women once saffron with desire pass like shadows 

through the gutted murals of the underground 

faded painting of the House of Mysteries 

rouge and belletto formerly so bright on lips 

a pale aspirin dissolving moon barely outlined 

in the cracked Etruscan mirror held by  

a skeletal hand a wrist without a pulse 

the lists of emperors and empresses so haughty 

with complicated hair Byzantine darkly waving 

drenched in the tempests of a single night at sea 

nothing more than erasures on withered parchment 

alone and inconstant nowhere near the Castalian source 

I listen to an impossibly beautiful voice 

Vivabiancaluna Biffi ! who invented opera 

with her singing and violin 

I want to marry her I want to embrace her 

for a day only before sinking back 

into the macaronic chronicles of a gone antiquity 

sputtered letters vowels detached from sense  

entire ledgers of broken consonants  
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language suspended from the world of thought 

and thought itself poisoned at the root  

by mind the ever errant trap of sophists 

and sorrow that lasts despite the fallen seasons 

despite the unending fall of Rome 

 

   ii 

THE imponderable weight of the years 

bedlam in a single ear-socket the whole 

divested of gravity and pounding like hail 

against summer’s frail window and to wake 

to still another day smothered in fear of being 

only the losses left to count the irreducible 

ingots in a liquid history of memory itself 

the one by one who dwell isolated in huts 

dabbling in various encyclopedias of knowledge 

Etruscology or myth of Beauty in the northern 

latitudes the enormous et cetera that makes 

us feel full and residents of a noon more  

like ether than light asking as always 

whether the last day is here is it Ragnarök ? 

traffic of shining motors driven by deities 

the decibels of speed the harmonies and disunion 

of all that seemed perfect once like grass 

and the budding leaf and blossoms white 

and roseate in the puerperal dawn of life 

whatever caught the eye whatever moved  

like silk against a wind becoming red and rich 

tapestries of the mountain on the other side 

and twilights coming home to catastrophe 

what made it desirable to breathe  

if there was only desiccation a muffled voice 

a tonic accent and a vocabulary of vowels 

littering the plangent Homeric shoreline ? 

imponderable weight of the years  
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consulting a Baedeker to get to Sicily on time 

or thrusting one knee forward into glass 

and forgetting the other one is there at all 

the sleep of insects and drills and ciphers 

how does one get home ? how does the rain ? 

what is the first thought after dying ? 

how does the lettered hoof leave its print 

in the air ? 

 

   iii 

between the hypothesis of the rose 

and the difficulty of its thorns 

lies the danger of losing consciousness 

thin and fragile a sheet of light 

floats with one darkness above 

and an even greater darkness below 

so what the eye presumes to see 

a static mobility of brightness 

is nothing more illusory than a firefly 

blinking on and off between the powders 

and dust of its own immortality 

wings in motion dazzling in sunrays 

the dragonfly too suffers immortality 

pinned to the deceitful memory of childhood 

there is no other time no other lamp 

than the present coruscating  

against a kinetic screen propped up 

in the theater of night where we sit 

immobile for a moment only  

before lapsing into sleep eternal 

with a start we hear a voice 

something like a spinning microchip 

inserted in the false cavity of mind 

a dream ? it was and nothing more 
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names flake away into iridescent & 

silent conflagrations which are both 

beginning and end of the universe 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

or is it the untenanted white shirt 

hanging in the doorway? 

 

    iv 

we are close to the godhead  

and it is irreversible 

unpaired shoes that won’t put on 

and patter of the inconsequential 

is the next life really the afterlife ? 

can it be any better than this  

without antecedent and full of enigma 

leaf torn from voice finger lost in grass 

is the inch more accurate than the light 

that reveals it or greater than the mountain 

that without light is a useless mass of black matter ? 

we measure without wanting to the passage 

of days into meters and volumes of sound 

disparate and inaccurate digitizations 

called memory the flicker and switch  

of images of statues dredged from the sea 

of horses whose feet are not meant to touch 

the ever elusive surface the unfathomable depths 

the so-called divinities aroused from their sleep 

of stone and immemorial pitch whose reign is 

darkness itself the terrible presentiment 

at the bottom of the stairs  

and mind ? what is more inaccurate than mind 

play-acting and thrust using false pronouns 

egos of clay and saffron depictions  

which are mirages the trance moment 
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of falling from consciousness  

edge and limit of whatever space defines 

as the known universe of chaos 

myth and metronome of a kabbalah 

that has no rules of interpretation 

man’s vain attempt to surpass himself 

mountain and light and drug overdose 

and to lie there breathless 

and to lie there deathless 

 

   v 

feet buried somewhere in the flowerbed 

could still hear the voice but not what it was saying 

by the crumbling wall near the cistern 

behind the memory of the house darkening 

a shadowy figure in the opaque window 

a hand as if to wave goodbye to the world 

dun colored everything like hills without redemption 

and if we are to start the study of the great 

European languages and to distinguish 

between darkness and dialect and dialect 

and army and army and the other darkness 

that gathers at the borders and summons night 

hands left untended behind the willow tree 

by the side of the remembered house 

and of the languages learned and unlearned 

by rote the winch and the mast and the turret 

glimmering by sunset on the hillside 

the way we used to get home reciting verbs 

regular and irregular until darkness 

took us by the knees and all but losing 

consciousness the small lights of the adjectives 

and the silhouette in the window a platonic idea 

at best and a sure method for language learning 
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kneeling before the fading image 

of the great ancestor and come evening finds us 

returned to the small feet at the bottom of the page 

and the introduction in Greek characters  

and of course the little of mind white dappled pink 

the petals fallen in the bowl and the enormous 

conjecture of night something even more remote 

the distance of the mountain in an idiom 

incomprehensible but for the falling tone 

an accent at the head of the chapter and 

for so many lines down the hexameter dubious 

in its meters the disciples startled from their dream 

the Master ropes around his ankles and dust 

in a flurry in clouds all over covering head 

and shoulders and turning to look if the screen 

were on right and the play-show flickering 

dim and somnolent the actors’ voices like 

an impediment to knowledge and how the moon 

ruddy in its sudden affliction seemed to beckon 

buried the rest of the broken consonants 

‘neath the painted gravel and falling into a depth 

the world’s illusions vanishing in a music 

secret as the dialects gone dead to history 

in a whisper in a hush a murmur of leaves 

 

   vi 

put aside some fine calico print for  

who knows one day it’s use will be 

if a shadow makes rain and the suffixes 

to unknown words like clouds threatening 

the cloister where sleep drains at noon 

the slower maps faintly burning turning 

to sand to the shape of a library in heat 

somewhere to the south of the large 
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wading pool with its memory of cities 

often too great for a circumference and 

drawn on a white chariot by four totally 

white oxen caparisoned in pure silver 

ornaments and pearly stones and their eyes 

directed towards a point in the orient 

a hilltop where shimmering a marble palace 

fixes appointments for the gods some of whom 

you don’t know their names nor the part 

of the Sudan which is their origin and moving 

as a wave across an unknown mere into 

a troubling matter the division of kingdoms 

into halves and then into thirds the light 

of poetry the refinement within of sound 

the beautiful voice effacing sections of air 

with its troubling and gorgeous reminder 

of human frailty outside where gunshots 

can occur the parking lot the maimed 

automobiles the motors still running oily 

and viscous contaminating the utter azure 

and on the saffron shore opposite trees 

yearning to extend what they know into  

the heavens above unmapped and violent 

in their instant of coming and going  

                    Viva la Poesía! 

             small and entering the rain 

             each sound is a syllable 

             high the lesson redounds 

             its purity is celestial 

             its memory forever ! 

             april cruelty no one 

             fools but endures  

             as does the light  

             it engenders    


